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Creation of sectoral
and state specific
CERTs and proposal for
Darknet monitoring
has been a significant
development.

Message from the NCIIPC Desk
We welcome our readers to the second issue of NCIIPC Quarterly
Newsletter this year. The NCIIPC Newsletter initiative is gaining
momentum with greater participation, relevant information and
global outreach. The last issue of NCIIPC Newsletter was
downloaded across 33 countries with United States and China
leading the way.
During this quarter we see the new kind of threats emerging
worldwide with attackers developing innovative strategies. Focus
seems to be shifting from Ransomware to Cryptocurrency Mining.
Hackers are now stealing computing resources of compromised
machines for mining of various cryptocurrencies. It’s kind of
indirect attack where victims may not be aware of the
compromise of their machine noticing the performance
degradation. There is emergence of Cryptojacking attack in
which the computing resources of visitor of a compromised
website is used for mining of cryptocurrency. We present certain
protection guidelines for website owners for prevention from such
attacks. Recently we also saw the largest ever DDoS attack on
Github website using vulnerability of Memcache servers.
However, a day before the attack took place; Cloudflare
reported the sudden increase in traffic pertaining to UDP port
11211 and the possibility of an attack. It draws our immediate
attention towards necessity of DDoS warning and mitigation
systems for Critical Information Infrastructures.
In the Financial sector, banks in India and Russia have become
victims of illegal transactions using SWIFT systems. The weaknesses
of the SWIFT system have been in the limelight for some time. The
fake transactions across borders provide bad actors an
opportunity to siphon money with ease. The Reserve Bank of
India has taken a serious note of the operational risk associated
with the malicious use of the SWIFT System. Banks need to
urgently implement security guidelines, controls and best
practices as prescribed by regulatory bodies from time to time.
The Government of India has taken multiple steps to strengthen
the cyber security posture of the Nation. Effort towards creation
of sectoral and state specific CERTs and proposal for Darknet
monitoring has been a significant development. Among various
activities, NCIIPC organised workshop on formulation of
Information Security Policy for Indian Ports Association. NCIIPC
also spread awareness on protection of Critical Infrastructure in
Oil Industry Info Security Forum Meeting. As part of outreach
program, NCIIPC participated as Cyber Security Partner at
‘Techkriti’, the 24th Technical & Entrepreneurial festival held at IIT
Kanpur.
The generous feedback/contributions of readers are welcome.
Please write to newsletter@nciipc.gov.in
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News Snippets - National
Cyber-attack on City Union Bank’s SWIFT System
Source: https://www.cityunionbank.com

There was cyber-attack on City Union Bank’s SWIFT system. The
Bank told in its press statement that incident happened because
of cyber-attack initiated by International cyber criminals and
there is no evidence of internal staff involvement. Three
fraudulent transactions were identified during the bank’s
reconciliation process. Bank took immediate action to alert the
correspondent banks to recall the funds. Of the 3 fraudulent
remittances, one remittance made through Standard Chartered
Bank, New York to a Dubai based Bank for USD 500000 was
blocked immediately and returned back. The second remittance
was made through Standard Chartered Bank, Frankfurt to a
Turkey based bank for EUR 300000. The fund was blocked in the
beneficiary’s account in the Turkish Bank. The third remittance
was made through Bank of America; New York went to a
Chinese based bank for USD 1000000. The beneficiary had
claimed the funds by submitting forged documentary evidences.
With the help of Ministry of External Affairs through the Consulate
General of Shanghai and Istanbul and office of the National
Cyber Security Council all possible efforts through diplomatic and
legal channels are taken to repatriate the money.

Three fraudulent
transactions were
identified during the
bank’s reconciliation
process. Bank took
immediate action to
alert the
correspondent banks
to recall the funds.

Cyber Audit of all Public-sector Banks
Source: http://www.newindianexpress.com/business

The government is planning to conduct cyber audit of all publicsector banks (PSBs) to check their vulnerability and preparedness
towards cyber fraud. The concerned ministry is taking many steps
to strengthen banks and minimise risk from both internal and
external and agencies. The decision came after the recent
cyber-attack on the Indian banks. RBI has already instructed the
banks to integrate SWIFT with the Core Banking Solution. “This is
high time to admit that many PSBs are afflicted by inferior
technology, weak risk management towards cyber-attack and a
lack of trained staff to deal with sophisticated nature of
cybercrime,” said a senior official from the Department of
Financial Services. The roadmap for the audit will be discussed in
the meeting between the finance ministry and the bankers.

Social Engineering Attack to Extract Defence Secrets
Source: https://www.newkerala.com/news/fullnews-326559.html

It was a group of 300 led by the Rana brothers of Karachi who
honeytrapped and blackmailed Group Captain Arun Marwaha
to extract Indian defence secrets from the Indian Air Force (IAF)

The concerned
ministry is taking many
steps to strengthen
banks and minimise
risk from both internal
and external and
agencies.
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The police officer said
the Rana brothers had
earlier targeted
thousands of Indian
officers by sending
them chat requests
through Trojan
malware disguised as
legitimate software to
hack and gain access
to the users' systems.
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Officer, police said. IAF officer Marwaha was lured by Sajid and
Abid Rana and their group members, including some women,
who used to chat with Marwaha on social media by posing as
sex models. The fake accounts, in the names of 'Kiran
Randhawa' and 'Mahima Patel', were used to lure him. During
sex chats, Marwaha passed on the secret information to the
group run by Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). The
police officer said the Rana brothers had earlier targeted
thousands of Indian officers by sending them chat requests
through Trojan malware disguised as legitimate software to
hack and gain access to the users' systems. Users are typically
tricked by some form of social engineering into loading and
executing the malware on their systems. The Karachi-based
cyber unit observes the Internet habits of Indian defence
officials by tracking their social media activities. Those visiting
porn sites or befriending women using various social media and
clicking on links on these sites are being monitored closely.
According to a Special Cell officer, the defence officer
befriended the ISI agents posing as women models and
chatted with them regularly on WhatsApp, exchanging
intimate messages. He allegedly used his smart phone to click
pictures of classified documents pertaining to the IAF
headquarters and then sent them via WhatsApp. The ISI agents
also blackmailed him after he sent them his nude pictures and
videos, the officer said. The IAF officer had a good track record
so far and had trained officers of the Marine Commandos of
the Navy and intelligence wing of the IAF. An Army officer of a
Lt Colonel rank was also detained in Jabalpur in another
honeytrap case by ISI agents.

CEA Report on Cyber Security Issues in the Power Sector
Source: http://trak.in/tags/business/

The findings of the
report imply that if
hackers are able to
inject lethal viruses
such as ransomware,
then entire power grid
of India can be
paralysed.

Central Electricity Authority (CEA) has reported that urgent
measures need to be adopted, in order to protect electricity
networks from cyber-attack across India. The findings of the
report imply that if hackers are able to inject lethal viruses such
as ransomware, then entire power grid of India can be
paralysed. Cyber threats are less predictable and therefore
more difficult to anticipate and address. This calls for an urgent
need to develop a cyber security framework and regulatory
response to address the specific security needs of the power
sector in India. Widespread connection of smart control
mechanism for power equipment, smart appliances and other
energy control devices will increase digital complexity and shall
invite more attack points, and therefore require more intensive
cyber security protection. Two subcommittees under the
Bureau of Indian Standards are creating draft standards to
enhance cyber security. One group is working on the manual
on cyber security of power systems so auditing of organisations
(power utilities) based on the standard can be achieved. The
second group aims to bring in draft IEC 62443, which are
specifications as part of the standard wherein the compliance
requirements for products of Industrial Control Systems is being
dealt with.
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Computer Emergency Response Team in each State
Source: http://www.deccanherald.com

To deal with cyber security threat, the Centre has said it is
working on setting up a Computer Emergency Response Team
(CERT) in each state to protect the computer system in their
respective states. Kerala and Maharashtra have already set up
their state CERT, while the Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology has taken up the matter with other states to set up
a similar body, the ministry informed the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Information Technology. While CERT-In will
remain the umbrella agency, the state CERTs will have to
function in coordination with the national level body. The
government has also engaged with 51 academic institutions for
training and educating 1.5 lakh cyber security professionals. The
panel in its report, tabled in Parliament, recommended the
government to strengthen the proposal for allocation of 10% of
the IT budget of every department towards cyber security.

Kerala and
Maharashtra have
already set up their
state CERT, while the
Ministry of Electronics
and Information
Technology has taken
up the matter with
other states to set up a
similar body.

Union IT Minister Inaugurated NIC-CERT
Source: http://www.livemint.com

The union Information Technology (IT) minister Sh. Ravi Shankar
Prasad inaugurated a dedicated body to detect, prevent and
mitigate the impact of cyber-attacks on the National
Informatics Centre (NIC). Almost all Indian-government websites
are developed and managed by NIC. NIC-CERT will work to
ensure early detection and immediate mitigation of cyberattacks by monitoring data across the NIC platform, including
communication between all the levels of government and
between governments to citizens, Sh. Prasad said. If there is
unusual movement on the NIC database, any foreign attack or
if there is a malware in any government system, the CERT will
work to detect these and immediately mitigate it, added
Prasad. “The mandate is to kill the attack before it is triggered.
Our different teams will track the vulnerabilities and coordinate
with the concerned government departments to mitigate it,”
said Neeta Verma, Director General of NIC.

Union Information Technology minister Sh.
Ravi Shankar Prasad

“The mandate is to kill
the attack before it is
triggered.” – DG, NIC

Set up of Darknet based Cyber Security Monitoring Framework
Source: http://www.dnaindia.com

As part of its efforts to strengthen cyberspace in India, the Union
Ministry of IT and Electronics plans to set up a darknet/network
telescope-based cyber security monitoring and interference
framework in Bengaluru. This will enable the government to
track malicious activity on the Internet and warn about possible
cyber-attacks. This is one of the many proposals which have
been placed for an approval before the Working Group for
Cyber Security under the ministry. A malware detection
framework, a solution for predicting multistage attacks using
machine learning, video forensic tools, design for objectionable
video content detection using video analytics are some of the
R&D projects being planned to strengthen all aspects of cyber
security.

This will enable the
government to track
malicious activity on
the Internet and warn
about possible cyberattacks.
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News Snippets - International
Kaspersky Industrial Cyber Security Solution Deployed
Source: https://www.aninews.in/

SWaT will serve as a
valuable platform for
researchers to design
secure Systems for
water treatment,
power generation and
distribution as well as
oil and natural gas
refinement.

Kaspersky Lab announced the deployment of its Industrial
Cyber security solutions at the Singapore University of
Technology and Design's Centre for Research in Cyber Security,
iTrust's Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) test bed. The test bed is
a unique and sophisticated facility that mimics the functions of
a water treatment system in a live setting. It allows multidisciplinary researchers to conduct live simulations and testing
that will enhance their understanding of the strengths and
weaknesses of new and existing defence mechanisms intended
for the cyber security industry. SWaT will serve as a valuable
platform for researchers in Singapore and globally, who are
planning to design secure Cyber Physical Systems for water
treatment, power generation and distribution as well as oil and
natural gas refinement. Kaspersky's Industrial Cyber Security
Solutions will help their Security experts to perform various
offensive and defensive experiments on this test bed. The
experiments are aimed at verifying whether what is learnt in
simulation applies to the physical test bed.
Data Breach in Norway's Health Sector
Source: http://techgenix.com/patient-data-stolen/

Image Source: uk.businessinsider.com

Norway's Healthcare
sector CERT, identified
suspicious traffic from
Health South-East's
Computer network.

Health South-East RHF, a healthcare organisation in Norway
which manages hospitals in the nation's southeast region and
reportedly serves around 2.9 million people announced security
breach on its website. Norway's Healthcare sector CERT,
HelseCERT, has identified suspicious traffic from Health SouthEast's Computer network. Soon after this discovery, the IT
division at Sykehuspartner HF, owners of Health South-East,
spearheaded the investigation that uncovered the reality of
sensitive patient data being obtained in a hacking incident.
Health South-East RHF characterized the attacker as "an
advanced and professional player."
Note: This is a typical example of hackers targeting Healthcare
sector as potential target, mostly for stealing sensitive user
credentials/records, disruption of reputation etc.
US Hospital Paid the Ransom of Four Bitcoin
Source: https://www.hancockregionalhospital.org

An unknown hacker group entered into Hancock Health
computer network through a server which was connected to
Internet running Remote Desktop Protocol service. Forensic
analysis determined that an administrative account setup by a
vendor of the hospital was compromised and used to gain
unauthorized access to a specific system managed by that
vendor.
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Attackers proceeded to infect a number of the hospital’s
information systems with the variant of ransomware known as
SamSam, which in turn encrypted the data files on those
systems with a private key held by them. Hospital paid the
ransom of four bitcoin demanded by the attackers, in order to
retrieve the private encryption keys. “We were in a very
precarious situation at the time of the attack. With the ice and
snow storm at hand, coupled with the one of the worst flu
seasons in memory, we wanted to recover our systems in the
quickest way possible and avoid extending the burden toward
other hospitals of diverting patients. Restoring from backup was
considered, though we made the deliberate decision to pay
the ransom to expedite our return to full operations” said
Hancock Health CEO, Steve Long.
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Source Google, dated 19 March 2018

“We made the
deliberate decision to
pay the ransom to
expedite our return to
full operations “

Let's Encrypt Certificate for Someone Else's Website
Source: https://www.theregister.co.uk/

TLS-SNI is one of three ways Let's Encrypt's Automatic Certificate
Management Environment (ACME) protocol validates requests
for TLS certificates. The problem was identified in the ACME
protocol’s TLS-SNI-01 challenge process. Many hosting providers
do not validate domain ownership. When such providers also
host multiple users on the same IP address, as happens on AWS
CloudFront and on Heroku, it becomes possible to obtain a Let's
Encrypt certificate for someone else's website via the TLS-SNI-01
mechanism. After this issue was reported, Let's Encrypt has
disabled TLS-SNI-01 except for some major providers who are
known not to have any issues and requested to use other
mechanisms (DNS-01 and HTTP-01) for validating TLS certificates.

Let's Encrypt has
disabled TLS-SNI-01
except for some major
providers who are
known not to have
any issues.

Fine for not having Effective Cyber Security Measures
Source: https://www.scmagazine.com/

Britain's Critical Industries are being warned to improve their
cyber security or face heavy fines up to 17 million Pounds by UK
Government. In addition to appointing regulators to ensure that
essential services are shielded from attack, the government
boasted a new reporting system that will be both simple and
straightforward so that companies can easily disclose cyber
breaches and IT failures so they can be quickly identified and
acted upon. “We want our essential services and infrastructure
to be primed and ready to tackle cyber-attacks and be
resilient against major disruption to services,” said Margot
James, minister for digital and the creative industries.

Image Source: cbronline.com

Cryptocurrency Mining Attack on Europe based Water Utility
Source: https://www.securityweek.com/

Radiflow, Cyber security Solutions provider detected
Cryptocurrency mining malware in a Water utility provider in
Europe.

Image Source: IntelligentHQ
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Malware was
designed to mine
Monero
cryptocurrency and
was discovered as
part of routine
monitoring of the OT
network of the water
utility customer.
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Radiflow said the incident is the first documented
cryptocurrency malware attack to hit an OT network of a
critical infrastructure operator. The servers were running
Windows XP and CIMPLICITY SCADA software from GE Digital.
Malware was designed to mine Monero cryptocurrency and
was discovered as part of routine monitoring of the OT network
of the water utility customer. This type of mining increases CPU
usage and network bandwidth which severely impairs the
response times of HMI and SCADA servers. “PCs in an OT
network run sensitive HMI and SCADA applications that cannot
get the latest Windows, antivirus and other important
updates/patches will always be vulnerable to malware
attacks” said Raidflow's CEO Kfir.
Cyber Attack on Winter Olympics Opening Ceremony
Source: https://threatpost.com/

Image Source: zscaler.com

The Attack took down
the official Winter
Olympics’ website for
about 12 hours,
leaving attendees
unable to print tickets.

A Cyber-attack took place during 2018 Winter Olympics
Opening Ceremony. The Attack took down the official Winter
Olympics’ website for about 12 hours, leaving attendees unable
to print tickets. It also affected the games’ television feeds. “The
samples identified, however, are not from adversaries looking
for information from the games but instead they are aimed to
disrupt the games. The samples analysed appear to perform
only destructive functionality. There does not appear to be any
exfiltration of data” stated Talos, threat intelligence group.
Malware employed in this attack is named “Olympic
Destroyer”. This Malware deletes shadow copies, event logs
and also contains browser credential stealing modules. The
malware takes advantage of a command called BCDEdit,
which is used to modify boot configurations on Windows
machines. The malware’s actions ensure that the Windows
recovery console does not attempt to repair anything on the
host.
Hackers Stole Money in a Russian Bank via SWIFT System
Source: https://in.reuters.com/

Image Source: BankInfoSecurity

“The volume of
unsanctioned
operations as a result
of this attack
amounted to 339.5
million roubles”.

The hackers took control of a computer at Globex bank and
then used the payment transfer facility to move millions of
roubles to their accounts. According to Central Bank of Russia
“The volume of unsanctioned operations as a result of this
attack amounted to 339.5 million roubles ($6 million)".
According to Globex, hackers were able to steal only about $1
million, while the rest was blocked and returned to the bank.
SWIFT payment systems are used by around 11,000 institutes in
200 countries and are responsible for the transfer of trillions of
dollars between accounts each day.
Internet Traffic of Major Sites Routed through Russian ISP
Source: https://arstechnica.com/

Internet Traffic sent to and from Google, Facebook, Apple,
Microsoft and few other major companies was briefly routed
through an unknown Russian Internet service provider on Dec
13 2017.
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Hijack lasted for total of 6 minutes. The rerouting was the result
of an autonomous system (AS 39523) which is located in Russia
added entries to BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) tables
claiming it was the rightful origin of the 80 affected prefixes.
Various autonomous systems started following this new route.
This caused large amounts of traffic sent to and received by the
affected companies to pass through the Russian AS 39523
before being sent to its final destination. ISPs picked up the new
route included PJSC MegaFon, Hurricane Electric, Zayo,
Nordunet, and Telstra. It remains unclear what engineers inside
AS39523 did with terabytes of data that passed through their
servers.
Note: On 26th April 2017, large chunks of network traffic
belonging to MasterCard, Visa, and more than two dozen other
financial services companies were briefly routed through a
Russian telecom.
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Image Source: BGPmon

Most Powerful DDoS attack using Memcached Severs
Source: https://www.scmagazineuk.com/

Most Powerful DDoS attack with 1.35 Tbps traffic hit Github on
Feb 28, 2018 which made the Github site inaccessible for 10
minutes. Misconfigured, publicly accessible Memcached
servers were being exploited via UDP (User Datagram Protocol)
port 11211 to deliver malicious traffic to Github. Memcached is
a free and open-source, distributed memory object caching
system used to speed networks and websites, but they aren't
meant to be exposed on the public Internet. This DDoS attack
used amplification mechanism (amplification factor was
51,000). Attacker sends a UDP packet with a spoofed IP
containing a “get” request, which will cause the server to return
a much larger response to the victim, meaning that for each
byte sent by the attacker, up to 51KB is sent towards the target.
According to Shodan, Internet Search engine for devices,
80,000 memcached servers are open to Internet in which India
has 2,299 open memcached servers.

Trends
Wi-Fi Protected Access 3 (WPA3) will be launched in 2018
Source: https://www.wi-fi.org/discover-wi-fi/security

Wi-Fi Alliance is going to bring a new security standard of Wi-Fi,
WPA3 in this year which will be successor of a successful WPA2
security standard which debuted in 2004. Wi-Fi Alliance has yet
to reveal full technical details of this standard but it has briefly
outlined the new capabilities of WPA3:


“More resilient password-based authentication even when
users choose passwords that fall short of typical complexity
recommendations”. - Even if someone is using weak
password, WPA3 will have mechanisms to protect it from
different password attacks.

Image Source: Shodan
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Mechanisms to
protect from password
attacks
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Configuration much
easier and secure
Overcome the
drawback of present
WPA2 shared key
encryption
Stronger encryption on
critical Wi-Fi networks



“Simplified, secure configuration and on boarding for
devices with limited or no display interface”. - This will make
IoT devices' Wi-Fi configuration much easier and secure.
“Improved data privacy in open networks with users
receiving individualized data encryption”. - This will
overcome the drawback of present WPA2 shared key
encryption in which a person who knows the password of a
Wi-Fi router can intercept encrypted traffic of all users of
that router.
“Stronger, 192-bit cryptographic strength suitable for
government, defence, and other security sensitive
environments aligned with the Commercial National
Security Algorithm Suite”. - Provides stronger encryption on
Critical Wi-Fi networks.

WPA2 will continue to be deployed in Wi-Fi CERTIFIED devices
for the foreseeable future, and all devices supporting WPA3 will
continue to work with WPA2 devices. More on WPA3 security
will be revealed later in 2018.
Cisco’s New Tool Claims to Detect Malicious Encrypted Traffic
Source: https://www.hackread.com/

Encrypted Traffic Analytics – technical
solution overview

ETA uses StealthWatch
software to compare
the metadata of
malicious and normal
network packets in
order to detect
encrypted malicious
traffic.

Cisco has released its new software platform Encrypted Traffic
Analytics (ETA) to detect malicious encrypted traffic. ETA
focuses on identifying Malware communications in encrypted
traffic through passive monitoring, the extraction of relevant
data elements and supervised machine learning with cloudbased global visibility. It inspects encrypted traffic without
decrypting it. Encrypted Traffic Analytics extracts four main
data elements: the sequence of packet lengths and times, the
byte distribution, TLS-specific features and the initial data
packet. ETA uses StealthWatch software to compare the
metadata of malicious and normal network packets in order to
detect encrypted malicious traffic. Cisco’s newest networking
equipment, starting with Cisco IOS® XE 16.6, will support an
enhanced NetFlow with Encrypted Traffic Analytics capability.
25 Percent of Phishing Sites Hosted on HTTPS
Source: https://krebsonsecurity.com/

A phishing page hosted on https seeking
credit card details

Earlier, phishing attacks were fairly easy for the average Internet
user to spot. However, phishers are now hosting scam pages
over https:// connections — complete with the green lock icon
in the browser address bar to make the fake sites appear more
legitimate. According to PhishLabs, nearly 25 percent of all
phishing sites in the third quarter of 2017 were hosted on HTTPS
domains — almost double the percentage seen in its previous
quarter. Phishers are moving to HTTPS because it helps increase
the likelihood that users will trust the site is legitimate. Also,
phishers no longer need to cough up a fee each time they wish
to obtain a new SSL certificate. Indeed, Let’s Encrypt now gives
them away for free. So what one can do to make sure that
he/she is not the next phishing victim?
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Following are some recommended approach to deal with
suspected emails:









In general, it’s a bad idea to click on links in email. If one
receives an urgent communication, then the site in question
should be visited manually.
To get an idea of where a link goes, hover over it with your
mouse and then look in the bottom left corner of the
browser window. Yet, even some links can be trickier to
decipher. The most important part of a link is the “root”
domain. To find that, look for the first slash (/) after the
“http://” part, and then work backwards through the link
until the second dot; the part immediately to the right is the
real domain to which that link will take.
Just because the message says in the “From:” field that it
was sent by bank doesn’t mean that it’s true. This
information can be forged. To discover who sent a
message, one need to examine the email headers.
Don’t open attachments in emails that were not expected,
even if they appear to come from someone known. Send a
note back to the sender to verify the contents and that they
really meant to send it.
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Don’t open
attachments in emails
that were not
expected, even if they
appear to come from
someone known. Send
a note back to the
sender to verify the
contents and that they
really meant to send it.

Cyber Security Insurance to Apple and Cisco Customers
Source: http://fortune.com/

Apple and Cisco have teamed up with an insurance company
to financially protect customers against cyber-attacks.
Insurance firm Allianz will provide discounted cyber security
insurance coverage to customers that use certain Apple
devices and Cisco security products. Additionally, professional
services firm Aon will perform security consulting. The two
companies were exploring a joint-insurance policy program for
corporate customers that use their two products.
Note: In India, Bajaj Allianz recently introduced Cyber Liability
Cover for individuals – ‘Bajaj Allianz Individual Cyber Safe
Insurance Policy’.

Cyber Accessibility Level (AL3) Secure Perform
Sh. Vijay Kant Verma, NCIIPC, Transport Sector

The Cyber Accessibility Levels 3 Secure Perform is a system on
ships, which can be used in a variety of occasions, from simple
remote monitoring with a crew on-board through to a fully
autonomous vessel without a crew on-board. ’Cyber-enabled
systems’ are considered to be systems installed on-board ships
that would conventionally be controlled by the ship’s crew but
which, through recent advances in IT and Operational
Technology (OT), now include the capability to be monitored,
or monitored and controlled, either remotely or autonomously
with or without a crew on-board the ship. The functionality
provided by cyber-enabled systems can range from simple
remote monitoring with a crew on-board through to a fully
autonomous vessel without a crew on-board.

The assessment of
cyber-enabled
systems requires a riskbased approach to
identify the hazards
introduced by cyberenablement and to
mitigate the
associated risks.
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Consequently, as the risks can vary considerably, the
assessment of cyber-enabled systems requires a risk-based
approach to identify the hazards introduced by cyberenablement and to mitigate the associated risks. Accessibility
Level (AL) for autonomous/remote access for the system,
ranges from the information-only AL0 (no access) and AL1
(manual access) through AL2 (cyber access for remote or
autonomous monitoring) up to the highest AL5 (autonomous
monitoring and control, with no onboard permission required or
override possible). AL3 is defined as ‘Cyber access for
autonomous/remote monitoring and control (onboard
permission is required and onboard override is possible)’.
Following are the six key risk areas for a Cyber Enabled Ship
 System Considerations
 Human-system Considerations
 Network and Communications
 Software
 Data Assurance – both raw data and post-analytics
 Cyber Security
References:
[1]https://www.lr.org/en/latest-news/first-container-ship-toreceive-cyber-enabled-ship-descriptive-note-Cyber-AL3SECURE-PERFORM-delivered/
[2]http://www.gsweek.it/wpcontent/uploads/01_DALLA_VEDOVA.pdf
VoLTE Technology: Revolution in Mobile Communication
Sh. Neeraj Saini, Sectoral Coordinator, Telecom, NCIIPC

There will be lesser call
drops, greater voice
clarity, and calls get
connected
significantly faster, in
comparison with
standard voice calls
over 3G and 2G
networks.

Voice over Long-Term Evolution (VoLTE) is a technology
specification that defines the standards and procedures for
delivering voice communication and data over 4G LTE
networks. It is one method for creating, provisioning and
managing high-speed voice, video and messaging services on
a 4G wireless network for mobile and portable devices. The
biggest advantage of handling voice calls over the 4G network
is that the greater bandwidth allows for better quality voice
calls. This is high definition quality voice calls. There will be lesser
call drops, greater voice clarity, and calls get connected
significantly faster, in comparison with standard voice calls over
3G and 2G networks. While battery life of the phone used may
somewhat improve as well if you have good 4G connectivity, it
will surely have a positive impact overall as the phone will now
not have to keep switching from 2G or 3G every time you make
a call and back to 4G again when you start using an app or
browsing the web. There are limitations too. The primary
restriction would be on whether both participants in the call
have VoLTE connectivity. If the call recipient doesn’t, then the
call you make will still remain a standard voice call. While LTE
was designed to provide higher data transfer rates, VoLTE is
specifically targeted at improving calling quality. If we
compare the VoLTE to an ambulance on a road along with
other vehicles (OTT VoIP players), just like an ambulance enjoys
extra privileges on roads compared to other vehicles, VoLTE
enjoys extra privileges due to prioritization in network layer as
opposed to VoIP by OTT (Over the Top) applications where
voice is treated with a different priority in data layer.
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Since voice is integrated into network in VoLTE, it gets more
preference and enjoys the advanced benefits. VoLTE has up to
three times more voice and data capacity than 3G UMTS and
up to six times more than 2G GSM as it frees up bandwidth
because VoLTE’s packets headers are smaller than those of
VoIP/LTE. The implementation of VoLTE offers many benefits
both in terms of cost and operation and some of them are
mentioned below:
 Fast call set-up
 Crystal clear voice
 No speed limitation
 No dependency on the circuit-switched voice network.
 VoLTE provides interoperability with legacy systems.
 It provides a more efficient use of spectrum.
 It meets the rising demand for richer, more reliable services.
 Increases handset battery life by 40 percent (compared
with VoIP).
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VoLTE is one among
latest technological
developments which is
expected to be the
driver for trends and
initiatives such as
smart cities and Digital
India.

VoLTE is one among latest technological developments which is
expected to be the driver for trends and initiatives such as
smart cities and Digital India, a speedy way to reach our 2020
Vision of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.
India Post Payments Bank Ready for Nationwide Roll-out
Sh. Aniruddha Kumar, Sectoral Coordinator, BFSI, NCIIPC

Unlike traditional banks, Payments Banks are not allowed to
give loans or credit to customers. The new model of banking
allows mobile firms, super market chains and others to cater to
banking requirements of individuals and small businesses. A
payments bank is a differentiated bank and confines its
activities to acceptance of demand deposits, remittance
services, Internet banking and other specified services. In 2015,
RBI granted 'in-principle' approval to 11 entities, including the
Department of Posts, to set up Payments Banks. These include
Paytm Payments Bank, Airtel Payments Bank and Fino Payments
Bank. Payments Banks can accept deposits of up to Rs 1 lakh
per account from individuals and small businesses.
As a Public Sector Bank under the Department of Posts with
100% Government of India equity, India Post Payments Bank
(IPPB) opened for business on January 30th, 2017 in Raipur and
Ranchi with the objective of being present in all corners of
India. IPPB will start a countrywide roll-out of its operations from
April this year. By September, the roll-out will be completed,
according to Ananta Narayan Nanda, the secretary of India’s
Department of Posts.
All 1.55 lakh post office branches will operate as access points
and 650 payments bank branches will provide them back-end
support. IPPB will be providing the largest financial inclusion
network in the country, covering both urban as well as rural
hinterland with ability to provide digital payment services at the
doorstep with the help of Postmen and Gramin Dak Sewaks.
IPPB will also enable more than 17 crore active account-holders
of Post Office Savings Bank to make interoperable digital
payments including the benefit of NEFT, RTGS, UPI and bill
payment services. IPPB uses Infosys’ Finacle core banking
system for its technology.

IPPB will be providing
the largest financial
inclusion network in
the country, covering
both urban as well as
rural hinterland with
ability to provide
digital payment
services at the
doorstep with the help
of Postmen and
Gramin Dak Sewaks.
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Additionally, the IPPB will enable acceptance of digital
payments across post offices in the country in line with the
digital payments initiative of the government. IPPB will be the
third payments bank to have full-fledged operations after Airtel
Payments Bank and Paytm.
References:
[1]https://www.indiapost.gov.in/Financial/Pages/Content/IPPB.
aspx
[2]http://www.bankingtech.com/2018/02/india-post-paymentsbank-ready-for-nationwide-roll-out/
[3]https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economypolitics/india-post-payments-bank-to-be-launched-across-indiafrom-april/story/270383.html

Vulnerability Watch
Critical Vulnerability in Oracle Sun ZFS Storage Appliance Kit
Source: https://www.securityfocus.com/bid/102587

Oracle Sun ZFS Storage Appliance Kit is susceptible to remote
security vulnerability (CVE-2018-2611). A remote attacker can
exploit a flaw in the Sun ZFS Storage Appliance Kit Core Services
component to gain elevated privileges. The vulnerability can
be exploited over the HTTP protocol without any
authentication. It has a CVSS 3.0 Base Score of 10.0. Versions
prior to Oracle Sun ZFS Storage Appliance Kit 8.7.13 are
vulnerable. A Successful attack will result in a complete
takeover of ZFS Storage Appliance Kit. Users are advised to
apply patches released from OEM.
Buffer Overflow Vulnerability in Rockwell Controllers
Source: https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/advisories/ICSA-18-009-01

Buffer Overflow vulnerability (CVE-2017-16740) was discovered
in Rockwell Automation Allen-Bradley MicroLogix 1400
Controllers, a Programmable logic controller. MicroLogix 1400
Controllers, Series B and C Versions 21.002 and earlier are
vulnerable. This vulnerability allows remote code execution
which makes controller unresponsive to Modbus TCP
communications and makes the device unavailable. Modbus
TCP protocol is increasingly used now for controlling PLCs in
Industrial Control systems instead of Modbus over Serial lines.
“Modbus TCP can be disabled if it is not necessary in the
implementation of the device to mitigate the vulnerability”
suggests Rockwell Automation.
Critical Vulnerability in Adobe Connect
Source: https://www.cybersecurity-help.cz/vdb/SB2017111406

Adobe Connect versions 9.6.2 and earlier are vulnerable to
server side request forgery attack (CVE-2017-11291). It has a
CVSS 3.0 Base Score of 10.0.
Image Source: col.fresno.edu
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A remote user can submit a specially crafted request to
conduct server side request forgery attacks which can cause
the target server to connect to hosts and ports on the target
server's network. A remote attacker can perform unauthorised
connections to internal resources, gain access to sensitive
information and compromise vulnerable system.
Critical Vulnerability in Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance
Source: https://tools.cisco.com/security/

A Vulnerability(CVE-2018-0101) in Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
VPN functionality of the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance
(ASA) Software could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary
code and obtain full control of the system and stop processing
of incoming VPN authentication requests. The issue in this
vulnerability is of allocating and freeing memory when
processing a malicious XML payload. ASA must have SSL
services or IKEv2 Remote Access VPN services enabled on an
interface to be vulnerable. Recommendation by Cisco: “ASA
Software releases prior to 9.1, including all 8.x releases, and ASA
releases 9.3 and 9.5 have reached End of Software
Maintenance. Customers should migrate to a supported
release.”
Meltdown & Spectre Vulnerabilities
Source: http://nciipc.gov.in/meltdownAdvisory.html

During first of week January 2018, major security flaws were
detected in computer chips manufactured in the last two
decades. The security flaws are named as “Meltdown” &
“Spectre”. It allows attacker to gain access of protected data
in computer memory. Meltdown and Spectre involves a
malicious program which tries to gain access to protected data
and uses two methods known as Out-of-order execution and
speculative execution & branch prediction that are used to
speed up computer chips. Speculative execution attempts to
predict the future in order to work faster. If a program involves
multiple logical branches, then the calculations for those
branches will be done even before the program has to decide
which logical branch to follow. The data from speculative
execution is often stored in cache and the problem arises when
caching and speculative execution start interfering with
protected memory. An example can be JavaScript on a
website trying to trick a browser into revealing user details with
password using Spectre. This can also lead to revealing data of
other users and even on virtual servers; thereby affecting cloud
services. It might be the case that almost all major Critical
Information Infrastructure Organizations might be vulnerable to
Meltdown and Spectre attacks due to its inherent vulnerabilities
associated with older as well as new systems. Every processor
that implements out-of-order execution and processors that are
capable of keeping many instructions in flight i.e. Desktops,
Laptops, Cloud Servers and also Smartphones are vulnerable.
Users may get in touch with vendors for applying necessary
updates.
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Vulnerability in Orpak’s SiteOmat Fuel Station Software
Source: https://motherboard.vice.com/

Top countries with gas stations open to the
Internet (data from Shodan and telemetry
sources)

Vulnerability in Fuel Station Automation Software allows an
attacker to alter fuel prices, steal fuel, shutdown fuel pumps
and hijack credit card payments. This software contains
manufacturer backdoor with a hardcoded username and
password which can be known by decompiling the code
which has highest privileges. This software is also prone to stackbased buffer overflow attack. Any Fuel station controller which
is connected to Internet will be vulnerable to attack. According
to Kaspersky, India has the highest number of vulnerable fuel
station controllers open to Internet.

Security App
Dealing with Targeted and Advanced Persistent Threats
Source: https://virsec.com/

The offered solution
works at granular
memory and CPU
levels to ensure that
critical systems are not
compromised without
detection.
Any application
binary, whether
legacy or actively
being developed can
be protected in
memory within
milliseconds and
without the need for
access to source
code.

With applications involved in majority of data breaches, it’s
clear that hackers are aware that public facing web apps and
unpatched internal binaries offer rich opportunities for
successful hacking. The hackers that include nation-state actors
and advanced cyber criminals that are well-funded, patient,
and employ arcane zero-day exploits. Advanced exploits often
capitalize on memory-based techniques that evade traditional
network and endpoint security solutions. Many of these exploits,
such as ROP chain attacks, have been considered
“indefensible” until now. ARMAS™ introduces a deterministic
approach that claims to detect memory corruption attacks in
microseconds. Working during application runtime, this
immediate detection effectively closes down the zero-day
windows of exposure on high value applications and server
endpoints in enterprise organizations. Infiltration, network reentry and lateral pivots to higher value targets often make use
of zero-day vulnerabilities and file-less memory-based attacks.
Most importantly, these malicious actors have capabilities to
subvert traditional security products that rely on signatures, log
analysis or network packet identification. Therefore, a new
approach for dealing with targeted and advanced persistent
threats from sophisticated hackers is needed. The offered
solution works at granular memory and CPU levels to ensure
that critical systems are not compromised without detection.
Any application binary, whether legacy or actively being
developed can be protected in memory within milliseconds
and without the need for access to source code. Because of its
non-signature-based focus, it provides higher levels of efficacy
and detection than traditional signature or behavioural-based
security approaches which are unable to analyse events at the
granularity needed to detect memory corruption attacks.
Key Features:
 File-less, Memory Attack Protection Detects sophisticated
cyber-attacks on applications through memory corruption
in microseconds, creating a zero-day protection app shield.
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Trusted Execution™ is a deterministic, signature-less
approach that achieves near perfect (100%) accuracy in
protecting critical applications.
Web Application Protection Detects web app attacks in
Java, .NET and most server-side languages.
Third-Party Component Protection Source code not
required. Protection is extended to all apps and
components including legacy, public-facing, internal,
commercial and open source.

IPv6Tools to Visually Audit an IPv6 Enabled Network
Source: https://secdevops.ai/

IPv6 is the latest iteration of Internet Protocol (IP) and odds are
that devices are chatting with other devices using this protocol.
IPv6 was designed and created to address some of the
shortfalls of IPv4. There are dozens of security products that
protect our devices and network communications over IPv4 but
surprisingly, many security products have little or no support for
IPv6. Since IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are different in size and
appearance the cyber security community must innovate to
monitor, detect, and prevent malicious events. Unfortunately,
these techniques are being implemented at a very slow rate
and many security solutions have no IPv6 support. This allows
attackers to communicate with vulnerable devices without a
trace. IPv6Tools is a robust modular framework that enables the
ability to visually audit an IPv6 enabled network. The built-in
modules support enumeration of IPv6 features such as ICMPv6
and Multicast Listener Discovery. In addition, the framework also
supports enumeration of Upper Layer Protocols such as
multicast DNS and Link-Local Multicast Name Resolution. Users
can easily expand the capability of the framework by creating
plugins and modules in the Python language.

There are dozens of
security products that
protect our devices
and network
communications over
IPv4 but surprisingly,
many security
products have little or
no support for IPv6.

Malware Bytes
PoriewSpy Victimizing Android Users in India
Source: https://blog.trendmicro.com/

TrendLabs have discovered the malicious apps victimizing
Android users in India, and believe a hacking group known for
victimizing government officials carried out the attacks.
TrendLabs identified these malicious apps as PoriewSpy.
TrendLabs also suspect that the group used malicious apps built
using DroidJack or SandroRAT, based on similarities in their
command-and-control (C&C) server. DroidJack is a Remote
Access Trojan (RAT) that allows intruders to take full control of a
user’s Android device when installed. PoriewSpy steals sensitive
information from victims’ devices such as SMS, call logs,
contacts, location, and SD card file list. It can also record
victims’ voice calls. PoriewSpy apps were automatically
downloaded from malicious websites visited by users. When the
malicious app is launched, it will initially show nude photos of an
Indian actress, but will later hide its icon to obscure itself from
users’ sight.

Code snippet of malware performing
offline audio recording on user device
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using an infected
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every 60 seconds even
when the user is not
having a phone call.
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When the user calls using an infected device, the malware will
start
recording
the
audio,
which
it
saves
to
/sdcard/.googleplay.security/ named as “_VoiceCall_” +
currentTime. It can also turn the mobile device into an audio
recorder to timely record audio every 60 seconds even when
the user is not having a phone call. TrendLabs found a
malicious app, named after an Indian model-actress, which
bears similarities to the code of PoriewSpy apps. Created in
2014, it is speculated that this is an earlier version of PoriewSpy
that also shares the same C&C server with some of the latest
ones. Downloading only from legitimate app stores can prevent
PoriewSpy and DroidJack-built apps from compromising a
mobile device. It is also important to be aware of what apps
are allowed to access, and to understand the risks before
accepting any terms or granting certain permissions to apps.
Users can also benefit by installing an appropriate mobile
security solution.
Trojan cleaned from Startup India Website
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/

An independent security analyst found a critical security
problem in the Startup India website. One of the PDF files in the
Information page of the website was infected by a Trojan. On
scanning the file through VirusTotal, it showed that the file
contained a Trojan virus. This type of virus is generally used to
control and steal sensitive information from a user’s systems.
Thus, the systems of many users who downloaded this file from
the website were at risk. The issue was reported to CERT-In and
Startup India.
International Joint Operation to take down Andromeda Botnet
https://www.europol.europa.eu/

Gamarue’s global prevalence from May to
November 2017. India was most affected.

Top 10 countries with the most Gamarue
encounters from May to Nov 2017

On 29 November 2017, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
in close cooperation with the Luneburg Central Criminal
Investigation Inspectorate in Germany, Europol’s European
Cybercrime Centre (EC3), the Joint Cybercrime Action Task
Force (J-CAT), Eurojust and private-sector partners, dismantled
one of the longest running malware families in existence called
Andromeda (also known as Gamarue). This widely distributed
malware created a network of infected computers called the
Andromeda botnet. According to Microsoft, Andromeda’s
main goal was to distribute other malware families. Andromeda
was associated with 80 malware families and, in the last six
months, it was detected on or blocked an average of over 1
million machines every month. Steven Wilson, the Head of EC3:
“This is another example of international law enforcement
working together with industry partners to tackle the most
significant cyber criminals and the dedicated infrastructure
they use to distribute malware on a global scale. The clear
message is that public-private partnerships can impact these
criminals and make the Internet safer for all of us.” Jointly, the
international partners took action against servers and domains,
which were used to spread the Andromeda malware.
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Overall, 1500 domains of the malicious software were subject to
sinkholing. According to Microsoft, during 48 hours of sinkholing,
approximately 2 million unique Andromeda victim IP addresses
from 223 countries were captured. The involved law
enforcement authorities also executed the search and arrest of
a suspect in Belarus. The measures to combat the malicious
Andromeda software as well as the extension of the Avalanche
measures involved the following EU Member States: Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain,
United Kingdom, and the following non-EU Member States:
Australia, Belarus, Canada, Montenegro, Singapore and
Taiwan. The operation was supported by the following private
and institutional partners: Shadowserver Foundation, Microsoft,
Registrar of Last Resort, Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN) and associated domain
registries, Fraunhofer Institute for Communication, Information
Processing and Ergonomics (FKIE), and the German Federal
Office for Information Security (BSI). The operation was
coordinated from the command post hosted at Europol’s HQ.
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Gamarue’s attack kill-chain

2 million unique
Andromeda victim IP
addresses from 223
countries were
captured.

TRITON/TRISIS/HatMan Malware Attacks on Critical Infrastructure
Sh. Mohammed Zaki Ahmed, Sectoral Coordinator, Power, NCIIPC

In December 2017, TRITON malware attacks on Critical
Information Infrastructure (CII) of Energy Sector (Refineries of
Gulf countries) were noticed by security community.
Considering sophistication of the attack, TRITON malware
attacks were as par the Stuxnet malware attacks of 2010, which
targeted Iranian nuclear plants; and Crashoverride malware
attacks of 2016 which targeted Ukrainian power sector.
Although TRITON malware attacks were targeted to a particular
model and firmware version of SIS PLC (Triconex Safety
Controllers) manufactured by Schneider Electric, the attack
methodology can be used by attackers against Industrial
Control Systems(ICS)/ Distributed Control Systems (DCS)
components of different make and models. Therefore, Critical
Sectors having ICS/DCS components as their CII, need to
implement mitigation strategy against such ICS/DCS malware
with due care. ICS-CERT of United States termed the TRITON
malware as HatMan malware. However, TRITON malware is also
being called as TRISIS malware, as this target Safety
Instrumented
System
(SIS)
components
of
DCS.
TRITON/TRISIS/HatMan malware exploited zero-day vulnerability
in firmware of the target DCS component and injected a
Remote Access Trojan (RAT) code with privilege escalations.
After successful exploitation, attackers could manipulate the SIS
operations, such as exceeding the temperature or pressure
over the hazardous defined values and causing emergency
shutdown of the refinery processes. To avoid TRITON/TRISIS
malware attacks on DCS systems following best practices are
recommended:
 Implement Patch Management practices for ICS
components too. Update firmware as and when available.
 Segregate DCS network from Enterprise or Business Network.
If feasible keep the DCS systems air-gapped.
 Use multi-factor authentication such as biometric access
control for allowing access to DCS from other zones.

Triconex Key Switch[2]
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Segregate Safety Systems such as SIS from DCS. Configure
different zones through firewall.
 Explore possibility of deploying data diodes. This will enable
unidirectional data flow and may help in avoiding
Command-and-Control operations of malware.
 Establish Security Operation Centre and monitor ICS/DCS
traffic for security anomalies. ICS/DCS devices such as PLCs
have a static pattern of communication over
DNP/MODBUS/ICCP/IEC. Any abnormal pattern such as a
device trying to connect with unknown IP Addresses should
be monitored and incident alert should be issued on priority.
References:
[1] https://cyberx-labs.com/en/blog/triton-post-mortemanalysis-latest-ot-attack-framework/
[2] https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threatresearch/2017/12/attackers-deploy-new-ics-attack-frameworktriton.html
[3]https://icscert.uscert.gov/sites/default/files/documents/MAR17-352-01%20HatMan%E2%80%94Safety%20System%20Targeted
%20Malware_S508C.pdf
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for security anomalies.

Emotet, the Banking Trojan is capable of Evading Capture
Source: https://www.v3.co.uk/

Malware that can
evade detection in 50
out of the 66 anti-virus
security products it
was tested with.

Users of online and mobile banking have been warned about a
newly discovered form of 'polymorphic' malware that can
evade detection in 50 out of the 66 anti-virus security products
it was tested with. Dubbed Emotet, the banking Trojan is
capable of evading capture and appearing in phishing emails
in inboxes, even with a virus scanning facility activated.
Malware authors are rapidly rewrapping their packed
executables and the documents used to distribute them. This
allows the samples to avoid signature-based anti-virus as well as
package detection and static analysis. Virtualisation is the best
form of defence because it stops nasties getting through to the
host machine.

Learning
Defend against Cryptojacking Attack
Source: https://scotthelme.co.uk/
<script
src="//www.browsealoud.com/plus/sc
ripts/ba.js" integrity="sha256Abhisa/nS9WMne/YX+dqiFINl+JiE15MC
WvASJvVtIk="
crossorigin="anonymous"></script>

If you want to load a crypto miner on 1,000+ websites you don't
attack 1,000+ websites, you attack the one website that they all
load content from. This is not a particularly new attack and for
a long time CDNs (Content Delivery Network) or other hosted
assets are prime targets to compromise a single target and
then infect potentially many thousands of websites. The thing is
though, there's a pretty easy way to defend against this attack.
With the tiny change to how the script is loaded, this attack can
be completely neutralised. The SRI (Subresource Integrity)
attribute allows the browser to determine if the file has been
modified, which allows it to reject the file in case it is modified.
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To take this one step further and ensure absolute protection,
one can use Content Security Policy and the require-sri-for
directive to make sure that no script is allowed to load on the
page without an SRI integrity attribute. Additionally, one can be
alerted to events like this happening on website via CSP
Reporting.
Detect Emerging Threats by Tracking Newly Created Domains
Source: https://isc.sans.edu/

There is huge number of domain registrations performed every
day (on average a few thousand per day all TLD’s combined).
With the multiple DGA (Domain Generation Algorithms) used by
malware families, it is useful to track newly created domains
and correlate them with local resolvers’ logs. This way one can
detect some emerging threats or suspicious activities. The
challenge is to find a list of all those domains. They’re plenty of
online services that provide this kind of data. Some of them
allow browsing the new domains online; others sell this kind of
database. Whoisds.com offers the service of global list that
includes all TLD’s and, for free. They provide a complete
database (domains + whois data) for a monthly fee but the
“simple” list is available for free (only domains) and without any
registration
(https://whoisds.com/newly-registered-domains).
The list of newly registered domains so downloaded can be
searched for specific keywords like brands or keywords related
to organisation name etc. to detect emerging threats or
suspicious activities.

# cat domains_keyword.csv
keyword
*bank*
*paypal*
*apple*
*ec2*
Example Keywords

|inputlookup newdomains.csv
|rex field=newdomain
"(?<keyword>\w+)\.\w+"
|search [|inputlookup
domains_keyword.csv]
Splunk query

halk-bankbireysel.com
storybankmaine.org
summitbank.org
towercommunitybankmortgage.org
Search results

Pass the Hash Attacks: Today’s Security Challenge
Sh. Shiv Charan Kataria, Analyst, NCIIPC

Strong passwords are the single most important aspect of
information security, and weak passwords are the single
greatest failure. Password guessing and cracking are the
generally time consuming attacks. Further a strong algorithm
used to generate the hash will increase the time and
complexity to crack it. Pass-The-Hash Attack uses the hash
directly instead of a cracked password. While the method is
not new but it’s knowledge is poor. It is a hacking technique
where hackers authenticate a remote server or service using
NTLM or LanMan hash directly which is based on the plaintext
passwords. These attacks are generally directed towards
Windows Systems although they may also be found in web
applications. In windows the attacks is possible due to the
Single-Sign-On (SSO) Authentication protocols such as NTLM
and Kerberos. SSO enables the user to enter the password once
and then the credentials remains cached within the system.
Thus further authentication can be done replacing the hash
instead of the original credential. Password hashes are loaded
into the Local Security Authority Subsystem (Lsass). Lsass runs as
the executable %SystemRoot%\System32\Lsass.exe, which is
responsible for user authentication, among other things. Using
hash dumping tools, an attacker can dump the passwords'
hashes for further use (e.g. pass-the-hash attack).

Pass-The-Hash Attack

Pass-The-Hash Attack
uses the hash directly
instead of a cracked
password. While the
method is not new but
it’s knowledge is poor.
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Isolate Sensitive System
Enforce Least User
Access
Avoid LM and NTLM
challenge-response
Limit Cached
Credentials
Disable "Debug
Programs" User Right
Use token based
authentication
HIDS and NIDS
Monitoring
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It is important to note that dumping password hashes from the
Windows Security Account Manager (SAM) database or from
memory requires administrative privileges. The entire premise of
Pass-The-Hash Attack is based on administrative privileges. The
following measures will help organizations build an effective
defense-in- depth strategy to mitigate the Pass-The-Hash
Attack.
Sensitive System Isolation:
If an attacker gets access to a system where a domain
administrator has logged in once, then he can get access to
entire network. Therefore, a more sensitive system must not
depend on a less sensitive system for its security such as the
domain controllers. Two important points to ensure the isolation
is to ensure; first a system should never be used to enter, process
or store domain admin hashes and second a less sensitive
system should never be used to administer a sensitive system.
Enforce Least User Access:
A least User Access (LUA) system implementation gives
protection against malicious code injection and zero-day
exploits.
Avoid LM and NTLM challenge-response:
In today’s security climate LM and NTLM challenge response
are considered weak standards and thus be avoided. A better
alternative is NTLMv2 (First appeared in Windows NT4 SP4) or
Kerberos. The best setting should be "Send NTLMv2 responses
only/refuse LM and NTLM".
Limit Cached Credentials:
Cached credentials enable users to logon in the event of lost
connectivity. Some organizations use the same password for all
their admin accounts on all their systems. This practice can
cause very serious damages in case one of the systems gets
compromised, as it may lead to the compromise of all the
organization's systems. To avoid this scenario and avoid the
potential damages it may cause, the cached credentials
should be set to 0 for desktops and servers and 1 for laptops.
Disable "Debug Programs" User Right:
Debug program is a "user right" that provides the user with the
ability to attach a debugger to any process, even those he
does not own, or to the kernel. This gives the user access to
sensitive and critical operating system components. Thus it must
be disabled.
Use token based authentication:
Token based authentication gives an extra layer of security.
HIDS and NIDS Monitoring:
Through the utilization of intrusion detection on both the systems
and the network, organizations can detect anomalies within
their environment.
Organizations should take serious steps, even though those
steps can be arduous in order to decrease the possibility of
such an attack succeeding. Domain controllers and other
sensitive systems should only be accessed from trusted systems
with no access to the Internet. The backward compatibility of
weak hashes like LM should strongly be avoided. Two- factor
authentication that utilizes tokens is highly recommended to
mitigate the attack. The concept of least user access should be
emphasized.
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Close monitoring of hosts and traffic within the organization's
network is important to detect strange activities.
References:
[1]https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/testing/pass-the-hash-attacks-toolsmitigation-33283
[2]http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/pass-thehash-attack
[3]https://cqureacademy.com/blog/identity-theftprotection/pass-hash-attack-tutorial
[4]https://www.microsoft.com/enin/download/details.aspx?id=36036
Basic Mitigation Steps for Cyber Incident
Sh. Anish Kumar Shrivastava, Sectoral Coordinator, S&PE and Sh. Rahul
Bhatnagar, Analyst, NCIIPC

Cyber incident is a breach of a system’s security policy in order
to steal, damage or destroy the information/systems impacting
its Confidentiality/Integrity/Availability (CIA) by the cyber
criminals or hackers, using unauthorized access to
information/systems. Implementation of Information Security
Policy is a step towards protection of CIA of Information.
Organisations’ must plan, develop, implement, maintain,
review Information Security Policy in order to keep CIA intact
and prevent/handle cyber security incident in a planned way.
Following are basic mitigation steps that may be implemented
to prevent Cyber incident:
Implementation of strong password policy & encryption: The
majority of cyber-attacks succeed because of weak passwords
and default credentials. Access to all equipment’s, wireless
networks and sensitive data should be guarded with unique
user names and passwords keyed to specific individuals. The
passwords must contain numbers, letters and symbols, and
aren’t based on commonplace words, standard dictionary
terms or easy-to-guess dates. In case, a master document
containing all user passcodes is created, be sure to encrypt this
document and store it in a secure place. Appropriate usage of
encryption to protect confidentiality of data during transitions
and processes such as key management needs to be done.
Design secure systems: In order to mitigate a cyber-attack and
reduce threats by exposure to hackers, it is critical to limit
access to the IT infrastructure. Minimize points of failure by
eliminating unnecessary access to hardware and software,
and access should be given only to the authorized users.
Unique set of logins, servers and domain names may be
implemented for each user, workgroup.
Implement necessary patches and updates: Install updated
software patches on operating system and all other system
software running on computer servers and personal computer
in the network.
Cyber security mock-drills: Incident response strategies can fail
if they are not well tested. Cyber security mock-drills provide a
way to test all elements of an effective incident detection and
response strategy.

Organisations’ must
plan, develop,
implement, maintain,
review Information
Security Policy in order
to keep CIA intact
and prevent/handle
cyber security incident
in a planned way.
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In order to assess the level of security implemented, Cyber
Security mock-Drills may be conducted periodically to test the
level of security and accordingly implement/change the policy.
Awareness/Training: Organizations should undertake regular
security awareness training for its employees. Incident
management processes must be clearly spelled out with
responsibilities of individuals and steps for orderly response to a
security incident must be brought out.
Above mentioned measure are proactive in nature, In order to
detect any anomalies in the network/system(s) following
measures may be taken by the affected user in all
circumstances:
Traffic monitoring: Monitor and detect anomalous behaviour
and degradation of services in system. In case any suspicious
behaviour detected, immediately remove the affected system
from the network. Take all logs (system, application, security,
access, error etc.) of affected system and data therein and
keep them separately for analysis and forensics. Forward a
copy of all the logs of affected systems and network devices,
suspicious files, data, traffic trends to log analysis team. Log
Analysis Team may circulate advisories to all on the basis of
analysis of logs.
Implement network segmentation: Segregate affected system
from networks (LAN/WAN), perimeter security devices and
systems. Change all user/root/administrator passwords in
affected system.
Develop a cyber security incident response plan: On the basis
of the analysis of the incidence, the response plan and
strategies should be improved. This can only be done if this
report is circulated amongst all the users responsible for
formulating and updating these policies. Generate necessary
situational scenarios of existing and potential cyber security
threats, enable timely information sharing (Common Alert
System) for proactive, protective and preventive actions by
individual entities.
Cyber incident may be prevented or impact of the incident
could be minimized by implementing the Information Security
Policy and to ensure that employees have the necessary
training/understanding/awareness to recognize information
security incident and take appropriate steps to report incident.
Cyber Attack Hits Safety System in Critical Infrastructure
Sh. Abhijeet Raj Shrivastava, Sectoral Coordinator, Transport and Sh.
Vijay Kant Verma, NCIIPC

ICT systems and controls required for operations provide safety
in public life and ease. Aero industry, Railways, Nuclear power
generations and other vital infrastructure, all have one thing in
common i.e. they are ‘safety critical’. In other words, the
consequences of a malfunction could have debilitating impact
on society. Safety System pick up sudden deceleration to
complex algorithms and real-time data mining techniques that
spot the first signature of a problem from within vast quantities
of complex monitoring data and predict solution.
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Strategies followed by Attackers to exploit Safety Instrumented
System (SIS):
Attackers have now moved beyond reconnaissance and are
leveraging their acquired knowledge of control networks to
interrupt production and create safety incidents. They are
targeting systems which are critical for national security,
economy and health of citizen. Cyber terrorists may create
havoc if they wanted to, ranging from taking control of
Computer Based Interlocking to closing power generation
plants to causing havoc with air traffic control systems and all of
these systems are extremely vulnerable to attack. The threat is
growing exponentially and could easily spin out of control. The
malware referred to as Triton is significant to impact on CII’s
because it is not only part of an increasing focus of attacks on
industrial control systems (ICSs), but it is the first to directly target
a safety instrumented system (SIS). The attack targeted the
facility’s Triconex safety system from Schneider Electric, which
responded appropriately by shutting down operations. The
attacker gained remote access to an SIS engineering
workstation in the facility, and deployed the Triton attack
framework to reprogram the SIS controllers. Some of the SIS
controllers entered a failed safe state, which automatically shut
down the industrial process. These SIS controllers initiated a safe
shutdown when application code between redundant
processing units failed a validation check.
Cyber-attacks on the industrial sector are likely to be the next
generation of secret weapons, and the nation states are
performing trail runs for war readiness. The Triton (aka Trisis)
malware attack underscores the capabilities that attackers
have acquired and the fact that traditional security controls
namely air gapping and security by obscurity are no longer
sufficiently effective.
A key message for critical infrastructures or any type of
manufacturing facility, for that matter is to be ever vigilant in
cyber defences. We recommend specific practices for safety
systems to defend against such attacks:
 Segregate the safety system network from the process
control and information system networks.
 Do not dual-home engineering workstations to any other
process control or information system network.
 Use hardware features that provide physical controls. The
physical key should be locked and alerts and a change
management process should be in place for changes to the
key position.
 Limit data flow from the SIS to applications to unidirectional
outbound traffic only.
 Limit data flows from servers or workstations to the SIS using
application white listing and access control measures.
 Monitor ICS traffic for unexpected communication flows and
other anomalous activity and investigate promptly.
References:
[1]https://www.automationworld.com/cyber-attack-hits-safetysystem-critical-infrastructure
[2]NCIIPC Control Guidelines Version 2.0
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Cryptojacking Cases on the Rise
Sh. Niraj Vishnoi, Threat Researcher, NCIIPC

Cryptojacking offers
better returns than
ransomware, because
many victims are too
poor to pay large
ransoms. That’s why
poorer countries have
been heavily targeted
by cryptojacking.

Cloud Security Intelligence firm RedLock, which specialises
cloud defence, revealed a case of cryptojacking targeting
Tesla’s Amazon Web Service’s software container in February
this year. According to the RedLock blog, hackers accessed
Tesla’s AWS access credentials by penetrating a Kubernetes
software container, which was not password protected [1]. The
hackers then used the Kubernetes container to mine for
cryptocurrencies. [2] In February 2018 it was also reported that
more than 4,200 websites secretly hijacked browsers to mine
the cryptocurrency Monero due to a compromised
accessibility plugin. The sites affected include those of the U.S.
court information system, the U.K.'s National Health Service and
Australian legislatures. [3]
The technique of hijacking browsers for mining cryptocurrency
is called "cryptojacking”. Delivering cryptocurrency miners
through malware is not new. However, mining cryptocurrency
when accessing a webpage is new and it has already been
abused and rapidly spread (these mining script starts executing
at user end while accessing a compromised website with
browser and keep on executing even after user closes the
browser). Cryptojacking also refers to websites that neither
takes visitors’ consent, nor do they provide any option to optout prior to executing cryptomining scripts in their browsers. [4]
Economy of Cryptojacking:
Cryptojacking offers better returns than ransomware, because
many victims are too poor to pay large ransoms. That’s why
poorer countries have been heavily targeted by cryptojacking.
As a bonus, the malware can regularly go under the radar
(radar means malwares remain undetected for longer period
of time as they don’t need to announce their presence ransomware has to announce its presence) and thus operates
for long periods. Hardware and electricity are two of the
biggest
expenses
for
cryptocurrency
miners.
Using
cryptojackers, hackers can circumvent those expenses and put
them onto unknowing victims instead. Cryptojackers can use
100 percent of a target’s CPU power. [5] In January, 2018
CISCO's Talos report revealed how profitable the top cryptomining operations could be. Cisco Talos estimates in the report
that the earnings from the top five Monero cryptocurrency
mining campaigns could potentially total $1.18 million dollars
over the course of a year. [6]
Impact on ICS/SCADA System:
In February, 2018 Security firm Radiflow, discovered that
cryptocurrency mining malware was found in the network of a
water utility provider in Europe. The attack is the first public
discovery of an unauthorized cryptocurrency miner impacting
industrial controls systems (ICS) or SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) servers. The cryptocurrency mining
software was on the water utility's network for approximately
three weeks before it was detected. [7]
Fileless cryptojacking malware:
WannaMine, a cryptojacking malware, was first discovered by
Spanish firm Panda Security last October.
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Cybersecurity firm CrowdStrike claimed in a blog post
(https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/cryptomining-harmlessnuisance-disruptive-threat/) that it’s seen the number of
reported instances of WannaMine infections increased in the
last few months. WannaMine isn’t the first malicious
cryptocurrency miner to propagate using EternalBlue
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EternalBlue).
This
title
(first
malicious cryptocurrency miner to propagate using EternalBlue)
belongs to Adyllkuzz, but WannaMine is more sophisticated
because it is “fileless.” While Adylkuzz downloaded an
application to the victim’s computer, WannaMine merely takes
advantage of tools found on any Windows-based computer to
access
it
(https://www.microsoft.com/enus/wdsi/threats/malware-encyclopediadescription?Name=Trojan:PowerShell/WannaMine.A).
This
makes it much harder for any antivirus programs to identify. [8]
Steps to counter cryptojacking:
 Browser extension for blocking cryptomining scripts:
Developers have created browser extensions that block
cryptomining scripts. Users can search for these extensions for
their browsers. NoCoin (https://github.com/keraf/NoCoin)
and MinerBlock (https://github.com/xd4rker/MinerBlock) are
browser extension available on GitHub.
 Update antivirus/anti-malware software: Latest antivirus and
anti-malware solutions block cryptomining software, so users
are advised to keep them updated at all times.
 Disable unnecessary browser extensions: Users must
disable/remove browser extensions which are no longer in
use as there are cases when a legitimate extension becomes
malicious after an update.
 Ad-blocker: Well-known ad-blockers provide support for
blocking cryptojacking.
References:
[1]https://blog.redlock.io/cryptojacking-tesla
[2]https://cointelegraph.com/news/tesla-cryptojackedhackers-use-passwordless-system-to-mine-crypto
[3]http://www.nextgov.com/cybersecurity/2018/02/cryptojacki
ng-scheme-affects-us-and-uk-government-websites/145909/
[4]https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/infonotes/cryptojacking-cryptomining-in-the-browser
[5]https://www.cyberscoop.com/coinhive-cryptojackingcryptocurrency-check-point/
[6]http://www.eweek.com/security/cisco-reveals-theeconomics-of-crypto-currency-mining-attacks
[7]http://www.eweek.com/security/water-utility-in-europe-hitby-cryptocurrency-malware-mining-attack
[8]https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/yw5yp7/moner
o-mining-wannamine-wannacry-nsa
Crypto-jacking: Coinhive
Sh. Abhijeet Raj Shrivastava, Sectoral Coordinator, Transport

Security researchers are highlighting a service called "Coinhive”
after user’s started complaining about systems high CPU and
graphics cards usage, Web browser using more than 50% of the
CPU,
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PC
connects
to
Coin-Hive.com/lib/coin-hive.com.min.js,
Windows minimize and maximize slowly, and programs run
slower, programs don’t launch as quickly and slowness when
using the PC or Web Browser. This crypto-jacking or "Drive-ByCrypto Currency attack" hijacks the computer resources like
web browsers of the site visitors and turn their resources to
cryptocurrency miners without user’s knowledge or consent. A
JavaScript cryptocurrency mining solution such as "Coinhive"
offered miner service for the Monero Blockchain (XMR) directly
within a web browser using a simple JavaScript library. [1] It is a
service for mining the virtual currency Monero using the
JavaScript of the browser, and aims at generating profit
directly from the web users by including it to the website. It is "a
service that boosts business monetization by raising revenue
using the user's CPU [2]". Most of the virtual currencies, like
Bitcoins etc. use computational complexity as the foundation
of generating currency. However, Coinhive is different in terms
that it uses resources of the CPU of ordinary user. Monero uses
Cryptonight algorithm [3] (proof-of-work) that was designed to
be able to calculate at a reasonable speed even on a general
computer, and does not use the GPU but CPU only. It is said
that it is excellent as a virtual currency to be calculated with
JavaScript. Coinhive provides easy-to-use API. Just by
registering members and pasting several lines of JavaScript
code on the web, it is possible for the visitor to drill immediately
[3]. Coinhive is a business model that takes 30% of the mined
amount as a commission. Although only the APIs currently
provided in JavaScript are talked about, this mechanism can
be used not only for Web sites but also for applications such as
games etc.
Recommendations for protection against such attacks:
 Use miner block browser protections.
 Block domains at perimeter devices.
 Review source codes of website for any such java script.
 Install a reliable security solution like AV, IDS at web
resources.
 Patch and update systems on regular basis.
References:
[1]NCIIPC advisory - Increase in java_script-based in-Browser
cryptocurrency mining dated 22 Feb 2018.
[2]http://www.itsecadblog.com/entry/unauthorized_coin_mining_coinhive
[3]http://www.myantispyware.com/2017/09/29/how-toremove-coin-hive-miner-trojan-virus-removal-guide/
Second Order Vulnerabilities: Miss for Automated PenTest
Sh. Navdeep Pal Singh, Sectoral Coordinator, Government

Most of the CIIs (Critical Information infrastructures) have robust
ISMS (Information Security Management System) in place,
which makes it mandatory to have the regular/periodic Cyber
Security Audits and VAPT (Vulnerability Assessment and
Penetration testing) for their IT infrastructures and applications.
These Cyber Security audits and VAPT exercises are mostly
undertaken with the help of automated Tools which mostly
addresses the first order vulnerabilities.
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These first order vulnerabilities are typically exploited in real time
since these can be verified and exploited immediately. In most
of the cases single security control is enough to mitigate and
counter the threat attack vectors arising out of the first order
vulnerability. These vulnerabilities include basic SQl injection
attacks, default admin privileges, basic XSS, LFI etc. In First order
vulnerabilities “test signature” generated by VAPT or Cyber
security audit tools will show the response in almost real time, as
the target of evaluation (TOE) does not have any intrinsic
cascaded dependency on any other secondary backend
application.
Second order vulnerabilities are more complex and cascaded
in nature. These vulnerabilities are not exploited immediately.
Successful exploitation of these vulnerabilities can take days or
weeks or even months. Some of the examples include the
Customer Redressal application dependent upon primary
application. Any “test signature” generated by most of the
automated tools will fail because of non-availability of backend
server response, thereby rendering most of these tools
inadequate in identifying these second order vulnerabilities.
Best Practices for thwarting Second order vulnerabilities:
 User input data needs to be sanitised, validated, white-listed
and normalized.
 Monitored Egress filtering and blocking in addition to Ingress
filtering should be in place.
 Cyber security including Social engineering related skill upgradation for the employees and staff is must.
 Security Operation Centre (SOC), should keep tab of the
access attempts, events types, date and time stamp,
success or failures, origination, changes made etc.
 Strong and updated client end protection mechanisms
needs to be in place.
 Every application should be subjected to strong secure
coding process cycle.
 All the cascaded dependencies viz. primary and secondary
IT assets/applications should have their independent reviews,
checks and hardening processes in place. E.g.: Secondary
application should never trust the data feed from primary
application and should have its own independent data
sanitisation and white-listing process.
Security Configurations Management
Sh. Ankit Sarkar, Threat Researcher, NCIIPC

In a Security Configuration Management (SCM) process, the
security configuration baseline of IT components is formalised
and subsequently verified against the actual state of security
configurations. It is common that development teams and
operations teams are separate, which sometimes lead to gaps
in understanding and proper coordination. Application security
concerns attempt to span this gap and require members from
both sides to properly ensure the security of an application.
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There are a variety of configuration problems that can plague
security like:
 Unpatched security flaws
 Software flaws or misconfigurations
 Unnecessary default, backup, or sample files, scripts,
applications, configuration files
 Improper file and directory permissions
 Unwanted enabled services
 Default accounts and/or passwords
 Administrative or debugging functions that are enabled or
accessible
 Over-informative error messages
 Misconfigured SSL certificates and encryption settings
Security-focused configuration management helps enable
appropriate levels of security to be maintained for a system
and the management of security risks. To ensure that the
required adjustments do not harm the security posture of a
system, a well-defined configuration management process that
integrates information security is needed. The Configuration
Management family of security controls defined in NIST SP 80053 includes:
 Configuration Management Policy and Procedures
 Baseline Configuration
 Configuration Change Control
 Security Impact Analysis
 Access Restrictions for Change
 Configuration Settings
 Least Functionality
 Information System Component Inventory
 Configuration Management Plan
In addition, monitoring of deviations from these controls is
required in actual operations environment. Regular vulnerability
assessments will also support the stature of implementations
and maintain continuum. The goal of SCM is to reduce security
risks by ensuring that systems are properly hardened; meeting
internal and/or regulatory security and compliance standards.
A SCM can help monitor:
 File Systems including file servers, computers and other
computing devices equipped with an operating system.
 Databases in physical servers and virtual machines
 Infrastructure for virtualization like VMs, hypervisor and virtual
switches.
 Network devices
Establishing an SCM could be a challenge to begin with. This
would happen due to multiple issues like preparing accurate
pre-defined security configuration policy, assessing priorities,
availability of expertise, visibility of the scoped IT components
and Legacy systems. Security configuration verification may
also result in lacking availability of systems and false positives in
monitoring and logging.
Key considerations on Security Configuration Management:
Policies
 Define rules, regulations and operational security
configuration criteria.
 Alignment of Security Configuration process with security &
business objectives.
 Assess frequency of Security Configuration verification.
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Scoping
 Alignment of the scope of IT components with business
classifications.
 Scoping of the layered components within the IT landscape.
Configuration scanner criteria
 Up-to-date baseline of Security Configurations in the
scanner.
 Alignment of scanner criteria with business impact
classification of IT components.
 White listing of security configuration scanner criteria.
References:
[1]https://scap.nist.gov/events/2010/itsac/presentations/day2/
Security_Management_and_Compliance_AutomationSecurity_Configuration_Management.pdf
[2]https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Insecure_Configuration_
Management
[3]https://www.netiq.com/docrep/documents/h4mylk7uec/ne
tiq_pb_secure_config.pdf
[4]https://www.sans.org/readingroom/whitepapers/analyst/secure-configurationmanagement-demystified-35205
[5]https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/security-dataprotection/security-controls/security-configurationmanagement/
[6]https://gcn.com/articles/2011/08/16/nist-configurationsecurity-rules.aspx

NCIIPC Initiatives
Oil Industry Info Security Forum Meeting
NCIIPC participated in Oil Industry Info Security Forum Meeting
2018 held on 2 February at Hyderabad. Other delegates from
CERT-IN, DSCI, ONGC, BPCL, IOCL, MRPL, GAIL and HPCL
participated in the meeting. Agenda was to discuss information
security related topics deliberated and finalized with the
members in advance. The increasing importance of Information
Security covering both Information Technology (IT) &
Operational Technology (OT) was part of discussion. Keynote
address was delivered by Shri S.T. Sathiavageeswaran, ED-IS
(HPCL). He stressed upon automated processes that need to be
developed for OT security in line with IT Security. Ms. Rajeshwari,
CGM-IS Services (BPCL) said all industry members can form an
offline group for further deliberations. Shri K D Saha, GM-BIS
(GAIL) talked about cyber security measures required in the
current scenario. He said that sharing information like patch
management etc. on regular issues is need of the hour. Sessions
were also held by CERT-IN, DSCI, IOCL, and MRPL on the
security related topics. NCIIPC provided valuable inputs on
various OT Security issues including Remote Login, Cloud
Computing, and mechanisms for protection of CII etc.

Delegates at Oil Industry Info Security
Forum Meeting 2018

NCIIPC at Oil Industry Info Security Forum
Meeting 2018
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Workshop on Information Security Policy at IPA

Sh. Abhijeet Raj Shrivastava, Sectoral
Coordinator, Transport on formulation of
Information Security Policy
for Indian ports

Workshop was organised by Indian Ports Association in
association with NCIIPC on 22 February 2018 at IPA, New Delhi
for 12 major ports of India. The event was to impart training on
formulation of Information Security Policy. MD IPA, Rep. from
IPA, Rep. from Ministry of Shipping and CISOs from 12 Indian
ports were part of the event. Major topics covered during the
workshop were:
 Roles and responsibilities of NCIIPC.
 Information Security Policy Formulation
 Cyber security Evaluation framework for CII.
Responsible Vulnerability Disclosure Program

Sh. Lokesh Garg, Director, NCIIPC and
Team on NCIIPC Roles and Responsibility

The NCIIPC Responsible Vulnerability Disclosure Program
provides opportunity for researchers to disclose any vulnerability
observed in Critical Information Infrastructure.
NCIIPC
acknowledges the following researchers for their contributions:
 Sh. Tanay Wagah for disclosure of a SPF record missing
vulnerability
 Sh. Rahul Sasi for disclosure of a Data Leakage
 Sh. Srinivas Kodali for disclosure of a Data Leakage
 Sh. Raman Rana for disclosure of a SQL Injection Vulnerability
 responsible_disclo5ure@protonmail.com for disclosure of a
SQL Injection Vulnerability
NCIIPC at National Seminar on “Telecom Security Analytics”

Sh. Sanjeev Chawla, DDG NCIIPC at
National Seminar on “Telecom Security
Analytics”

Sh. Sanjeev Chawla, DDG NCIIPC, delivered talk on “The Role
of Telecom in Protection of Critical Infrastructure of the
Country” at National Seminar on “Telecom Security Analytics”
conducted during 22-23 Feb at Hyderabad. This event was
organised by Department of Telecommunications (DoT),
Hyderabad. Purpose of this seminar was to bring in awareness
about growing telecom network threat perception, increasing
attempts to hack networks and rise in related crimes. The
seminar was attended by Officers of DoT from various States,
Law Enforcement Agencies (State & National), Telecom Service
Providers and Internet Service Providers.

On the Fly
Necurs and Gamut Botnets accounted 97% of Internet Spam
Source: https://www.bleepingcomputer.com

Necurs and Gamut Botnets accounted for 97% of Internet
Spam Emails in the last quarter of 2017. The Necurs botnet is a
distributor of many pieces of malware, most notably Locky.
Necurs botnet propagated “lonely girl” spam, pump and dump
stock spam, and Locky ransomware downloaders in last three
months of 2017. Nearly two of three spam emails sent in the last
quarter of 2017 were sent from this botnet. Gamut botnets sent
spam emails related to job offer-themed phishing and money
mule recruitment. Gamut accounted 37% of spam emails
compared to Necurs which accounted for 60% of total Internet
spam emails in Q4' 2017. Gamut was more active in Q3 than
Necurs and slowed down a bit in Q4' 2017.
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Upcoming Events - India
•

Fraud & Breach Prevention Summit, Bengaluru

6-7 Jun

•

SANS Cyber Defence Bangalore 2018

16-21 Jul

•

Fraud & Breach Prevention Summit, Delhi

8 Aug

•

SANS Hyderabad 2018

6-11 Aug

•

c0c0n, Kochi

3-6 Oct

•

Gartner Symposium/ITxpo, Goa

13-16 Nov

•

Fraud & Breach Prevention Summit, Mumbai

5-6 Dec

Upcoming Events - Global
April 2018
•

Cyber Security for Critical Assets, Dubai

9-10 Apr

•

International Conference on Post-Quantum
Cryptography, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

9-11 Apr

Hack In The Box Security Conference
Amsterdam, Netherlands

9-13 Apr

•

ACM/IEEE International Conference on
Cyber-Physical Systems, Portugal, Porto

11-12 Apr

•

2nd Global Fintech & Blockchain China
Summit 2018, Shanghai, China

12 Apr

•

NIST Post-Quantum Cryptography
12-13 Apr
Standardization Conference, Fort Lauderdale, Florida

•

RSA Conference, San Francisco, California

•

International Workshop on Security and
17 Apr
Privacy for the Internet-of-Things, Orlando, Florida

•
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16-20 Apr

•

Blockchain Expo Global, London

18-19 Apr

•

Aero Cyber Summit, Montreal, Canada

19-20 Apr

•

International Conference on Cyber Security
23-24 Apr
of Cyber Physical Systems, Boston, Massachusetts

•

Financial Services Information Security Network, 23-24 Apr
Windsor

•

Singapore Maritime Technology Conference
Marina Bay Sands

24-26 Apr

•

Cybersecurity for Industrial Environments and
Critical Infrastructures, Bilbao, Spain

24-26 Apr

•

Industrial Control Systems Cyber Security
Conference, Singapore

24-26 Apr
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May 2018
•

Cyber Threat Intelligence Summit, Sydney

2-4 May

•

Global Cyber Security in Healthcare & Pharma
Summit, London

3-4 May

•

IEEE International Conference on Intelligent
Data and Security, Omaha, Nebraska

3-5 May

•

IEEE International Conference on Big Data
Security on Cloud, Omaha, Nebraska

3-5 May

•

International Conference on IT Security
Incident Management & IT Forensics, Hamburg

7-9 May

•

International Workshop on Big Data and
Information Security, Jakarta

8-9 May

•

International Conference on Cryptography
Coding and Information Security, Netherlands

10-11 May

•

OWASP AppSec Africa 2018, Casablanca

10-12 May

•

DEF CON China, Beijing

11-13 May

•

IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy,
San Francisco

20-24 May

•

International Workshop on Secure Software
25 May
Engineering in DevOps and Agile Development, Porto

•

International Conference on Cyber Conflict
(CyCon X), Tallinn, Estonia
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•

IEEE International Workshop on
Cyber-Physical Systems Security, Beijing

29 May-1 Jun
30-31 May
30 May-1 Jun

June 2018

General Help

:

•

ACM Workshop on Blockchains,
Cryptocurrencies and Contracts, Incheon

4 Jun

•

International Conference on Cyber
Security Exercises, San Francisco, California

6-7 Jun

•

International Conference on Cybersecurity
21-22 Jun
and Resilience of Cyber Physical Systems, Vienna

•

IEEE International Conference on
22-24 Jun
Cyber Security and Cloud Computing, Shanghai

helpdesk1@nciipc.gov.in
helpdesk2@nciipc.gov.in

Incident Reporting

ir@nciipc.gov.in

Vulnerability Disclosure

rvdp@nciipc.gov.in

Malware Upload

mal.repository@nciipc.gov.in

Feedback/Contribution
Suggestions, feedback and contributions are welcome at
newsletter@nciipc.gov.in
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